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F_8D_E6_B1_c84_120212.htm Unit 2 1. Do not ____ yourself. it

was not your fault. [A] retort [B] represent [C] reproach [D] repress

2. I deem the girl was in a bad health for the handshake with her was

so ____. [A] limp [B] lame [C] soft [D] strong 3. This new process,

which is easily learned and operated, should be particularly ____ to

companies once put into effect. [A] advanced [B] favorite [C]

advantageous [D] admirable 4. This disease ____ itself in yellowness

of the skin and eyes. [A] manifests [B] modifies [C] magnifies [D]

exposes 5. Is there any possible ____ explanation for his bad health

since he seems to have no obvious disease? [A] psychiatric [B]

psychological [C] surgical [D] physical 6. Their ____ building is

located next to the park, so it is very convenient for them to have a

walk after supper. [A] residential [B] presidential [C] conditional

[D] .accidental 7. The hostess welcomed her guests in a ____

manner, which made all the people present at ease. [A] spacious [B]

suspicious [C] gracious [D] merciful 8. We should make mental

preparation for failure, because there is only a(n) ____ number of

possibilities of success. [A] infinite [B] finite [C] innumerable [D]

numerous 9. ____ the bad weather has delayed the flight, so it would

be several hours before they could arrive. [A] Presumably [B]

Respectively [C] Imaginably [D] Plausibly 10. The baby monkey

____ to its mother all day. [A] held [B] grasped [C] stuck [D] clung

11. Seeing the General coming his way, the soldier stopped and gave



him a smart ____. [A] toast [B] salute [C] tribute [D] solution 12.

They send information every week, ____ whether it’s useful or not.

[A] in consideration of [B] irrespective of [C] with the exception

of[D] with&amp.n bsp.regard to 13. We had a ____ lesson in

ideological education yesterday and were deeply impressed. [A]

profound [B] deep [C] extreme [D] shallow 14. Did you get any

____ when you are dismissed from your job? [A] fund [B] loan [C]

bonus [D] compensation 15. Children of poor health are very ____

to colds in winter and should be taken care of particularly. [A]

willing [B] ready [C] reluctant [D] prone 100Test 下载频道开通，
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